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Focus group of the maths and science learner support community of practice  

Record of the Saturday Schools Focus Group Meeting 

VIP Board, Sci-Bono Discovery Centre, Newtown 

 6 June 2013 2012, 12h00 – 14h00 

Dear Community Member 

The second Saturday Schools focus group meeting of 2013, which was held at the Sci-Bono Discovery 

Centre, was facilitated by Barbara Dale-Jones of Bridge, with support from Carlene Gonzo. The 

following members of the focus group participated: 

Siyakhula Education Foundation  Andrew Barrett 

Sasol Inzalo Foundation    Irene Kamara  

University of Johannesburg   Thea Oberholzer 

 

Saturday School meeting was led by Thea Oberholzer one of the coordinators of the University of 

Johannesburg Science Centre based at the university’s Soweto Campus. This year the centre caters 

for between 750 and 800 learners in grades 10, 11 and 12 from 68 different schools. The centre is 

fully equipped with maths and science laboratories that offer practical learning facilities for learners. 

The programme enjoys support from the University of Johannesburg; however, all funding for the 

centre’s activities comes from external donors.  

 

The UJ Science Centre is an intervention programme which acknowledges that learners join the 

centre at different levels of subject proficiency. Learners are grouped according to their ability and 

all support work takes place in these groups. Thea emphasised that for some students this means 

that their ability is raised to decent pass mark level, while for others improvement means that the 

learners will gain entry into bachelor’s degree programmes or have level 7 passes (over 80%) in their 

senior certificate exams.   

 

Main activities  

The centre interacts with learners on Friday and Saturday.  

 

Friday afternoon between 15h00 and 17h00 is dedicated to hands on laboratory experiments. 

Learners in groups of 20 focus on practical exercises from the CAPS curriculum. This offers children 

from disadvantaged schools the opportunity to use laboratory facilities that may not exist in their 

own schools.  Those learners who are not part of the lab session join tutorials where they can ask 

questions on items they do not understand from their school work. The centre has lecturers and 

tutors employed to assist learners. Friday afternoon sessions are not compulsory, although learners 

need to ensure that they participate in the minimum number of lab sessions prescribed for their 

grade each term. Programme coordinators acknowledged that transport challenges make it very 

difficult for many learners to attend timeously, if at all on Friday afternoons.  

 

Saturday sessions at the centre are mandatory. There are registers taken on arrival because learners 

must attend at least 80% of the Saturday sessions to remain in the programme. Learners will spend 

the day (08h30 to 15h30) at centre and have lectures throughout the day. Subjects taught are 

completely aligned with the school curriculum for pure maths and physical science. In recognition of 
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the language issues that undermine learning in science, the centre also offers a subject called English 

for Science.  

 

The Science centre takes on as many learners as funding allows. An initial baseline test is taken to 

enable programme coordinators to ascertain what levels learners’ understanding is at. If there are 

more learners than spaces available on the programme, learners with the highest marks are 

recruited first. Given the 2013 figures per grade, this is approximately the top 300 learners.  The 

groups in this programme are quite big, at least 70 learners in each; Centre coordinators have noted 

that the self-driven learners are often the best performers. These learners are the ones who attend 

Friday tutorials and make a real effort to interact with tutors and lecturers to get a complete 

understanding of curriculum material.  

 

In this, as in other programmes, attendance is a crucial element. If a learner misses two or three 

sessions the programme coordinator will call parents or guardians to follow up on the child. Overall, 

attendance is consistent for most of the year until the second week of September, at this point many 

schools begin running extra lessons in the run up to final exams. At the UJ Science Centre, Friday 

tutorial attendance numbers decline. Andrew Barrett highlighted that Siyakhula experiences similar 

attendance peaks and troughs, 75% attendance is required to remain on Siyakhula programme in 

Diepsloot. He noted that quite early in the year, learners who do not adhere to the attendance rule 

are excluded from the programme; the learners who remain are often reasonably compliant once 

they understand they could lose their place in the programme. 

 

A R600 fee is paid to the centre for the year; it is payable in two instalments and covers basic items 

such as access cards, stationery and workbooks. This fee may contribute to ongoing commitment 

from learners and parents. This is substantial amount for most households; however, most students 

do pay for this. If they do not, their access to the UJ campus is revoked and they will not be able to 

access facilities. Thea noted that once access is revoked a majority of the outstanding fee payments 

are promptly made.  

 

Parental involvement is a very important part of the initiative. Without parental buy-in the 

coordinators at the science centre have noticed that the learners may not participate effectively. A 

parents’ meeting is organised once a term. Prize giving ceremonies are conducted at the end of the 

year based on internal assessments. Thea explained that parents attend meetings in their numbers. 

Many parents are proud that their child is benefiting from extra tuition at an institution of high 

learning, giving the learners and programme gravitas in the community.  

 
Science Centre learners and parents attend opening meeting at 

UJ Science Centre, Soweto 
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The UJ Science Centre offers teacher training to science teachers in and around Johannesburg. This 

training includes practical tips for teaching in the laboratories as well as comprehensive workshops 

on maintaining a safe laboratory environment.  

 

Extra-curricular visits and activities are also conducted. UJ launched the National Science Week in 

2012. Many outreach activities were linked with the National Science Week and the launch event 

featured over 120 exhibitions; for the entire week learners from schools throughout Johannesburg 

could visit the exhibits for free. In addition, 120 learners on the science centre programme in grades 

11 and 12 had an opportunity to visit the Planetarium at Wits University in central Johannesburg. 

These activities are an effort to expose learners to different aspects of science.  

 

A UJ Science Centre mobile unit was unveiled in 2012 and is now used in local schools to bring 

science to life where laboratories do not exist. The unit is available to any school in Gauteng free of 

charge; the costs associated with running the unit are absorbed by the centre budget.  Thea and her 

colleagues found that the experiments which had the most impact on learners are often the simplest 

ones. For example, learners were excited about bean germination experiments the unit tutors led. 

These experiments brought science to life for many learners and learners could carry out simple 

experiments on their own.  

 

Future developments  

 

Through the generous grant received from the American Embassy, the centre is now developing a 

Space Centre. On completion this space centre will link up with the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) in the USA. This very exciting partnership is expected to boost interest in 

astronomy and related fields of science among learners.  

 

The centre has noted the socio-economic needs of students they support. Thea highlighted that a 

partnership with an organisation that can provide some food or a small lunch bag would help a lot; 

many learners do not have food when they come for sessions at the centre and this may undermine 

their participation, particularly the whole day Saturday School. Irene agreed with this suggestion 

noting that Sasol Inzalo Foundation had found it very helpful - if a little costly- to provide learners 

with some food because it allows children to stay engaged.  

 

In the second half of 2013, the centre will also start offering “second chance” matric tutorials and 

practicals throughout the week for students who would like to improve their senior certificate 

passes. The funding for this initiative will be provided through one of the SETAs.  

 

Community of practice objectives 

 

The Saturday School focus group was designed to enable sharing of working practice for intervention 

programmes in STEM subjects. In addition, when working with communities for effective practice, 

Bridge has the following objectives: 

 The contribution of the community to the whole system; 

 Creating common purpose, peer support and trust among stakeholders; 

 The maximising of resources by the community; 
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 The spread of effective practice within the community and its associated stakeholders 

(horizontal integration); and 

 The vertical integration of policy and practice. 

 

Andrew expressed interest in linking some of their former beneficiaries with opportunities to 

improve the maths and science passes. The meeting agreed that the Science Centre plans to offer 

“second chance” teaching is a valuable bridging service that will assist many young people. This is an 

example of one way this community of practice is enabling the creation of common purpose, peer 

support and trust among stakeholders. If this potential partnership between the UJ Science Centre 

and Siyakhula takes off, the community will be able to add an instance of the maximising of 

resources by the community to the Bridge outcomes met in this meeting.  

 

Thea Oberholzer and the University of Johannesburg Science Centre used this opportunity to spread 

successful practice with the community and its stakeholders by sharing their work in this meeting. 

Their approach to parental participation, community outreach and the operational aspects of 

running a Saturday school will be valuable additions to the community’s knowledge base about 

science and maths interventions in township communities.   

 

Best wishes 

 

 

The Bridge Team  

July 2013 


